
ITEM PRODUCT PICTURE INTRODUCTION

1

(8K Mirror
Stainless

Steel
Sheets)Purple

lens face
plate

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.25-2.0mm;
Width:10~1240mm;
    Commonly known as the mirror of light titanium plates, stainless
steel mirror panel at the end of 8K, 10K, 12K (normal, medium,
ultra-fine grinding), re-use of the world's most advanced and
environmentally friendly, pollution-free surface treatment
technology - vacuum coating process (PVD) in the stainless steel
surface coated with a layer of wear, corrosion, high temperature
also can have different colors of dense compound layer, the color
coating can be treated through routine stretching and molding and
forming process, the color does not go negative can not afford.

2

(8K Mirror
Stainless

Steel
Sheets)Blue
mirror board

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so
on;Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、
POSCO;Length:Convention(2000~3048 );Thickness:0.25-
2.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
    Commonly known as the mirror of light titanium plates, stainless
steel mirror panel at the end of 8K, 10K, 12K (normal, medium,
ultra-fine grinding), re-use of the world's most advanced and
environmentally friendly, pollution-free surface treatment
technology - vacuum coating process (PVD) in the stainless steel
surface coated with a layer of wear, corrosion, high temperature
also can have different colors of dense compound layer, the color
coating can be treated through routine stretching and molding and
forming process, the color does not go negative can not afford.
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 (8K Mirror
Stainless

Steel
Sheets)Bronze
mirror board

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so
on;Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、
POSCO;Length:Convention(2000~3048 );Thickness:0.25-
2.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
Commonly known as the mirror of light titanium plates, stainless
steel mirror panel at the end of 8K, 10K, 12K (normal, medium,
ultra-fine grinding), re-use of the world's most advanced and
environmentally friendly, pollution-free surface treatment
technology - vacuum coating process (PVD) in the stainless steel
surface coated with a layer of wear, corrosion, high temperature
also can have different colors of dense compound layer, the color
coating can be treated through routine stretching and molding and
forming process, the color does not go negative can not afford.

4

(Colored
Pattem

Stainless
Steel)And

grain board

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;
Width:10~1240mm;
    And patterns, also known as vibration pattern or random pattern
plate, the surface of stainless steel through the machine constant
pressure grinding to form short irregular lateral bending wire.
Processed and the pattern board and general plate board surface is
different from the overall surface wear, anti-carved, wear is also
beyond to other steel whose surface is much higher than normal
effects of anti-fingerprint stainless steel.
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(Colored
Pattem

Stainless
Steel)Tan and

grain

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;
Width:10~1240mm;
    And patterns, also known as vibration pattern or random pattern
plate, the surface of stainless steel through the machine constant
pressure grinding to form short irregular lateral bending wire.
Processed and the pattern board and general plate board surface is
different from the overall surface wear, anti-carved, wear is also
beyond to other steel whose surface is much higher than normal
effects of anti-fingerprint stainless steel.

6

 (Colored
Pattem

Stainless
Steel)Coffee
and grain

board

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
And patterns, also known as vibration pattern or random pattern
plate, the surface of stainless steel through the machine constant
pressure grinding to form short irregular lateral bending wire.
Processed and the pattern board and general plate board surface is
different from the overall surface wear, anti-carved, wear is also
beyond to other steel whose surface is much higher than normal
effects of anti-fingerprint stainless steel.
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(Colored
Etched

STainless
Steel

Sheets)Etchin
g leopard

grain

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;
Width:10~1240mm;
Etching commonly known as burnt-out board, in the stainless steel
surface corrosion by chemical method out of all kinds of patterns to
8K mirror panels, ultra-fine grinding mirror panels (for high
demand) drawing board, sand board, and the pattern board for the
end, the cleaning treatment, the surface again for processing, so
the emergence of various light and dark patterns, convex surface,
three-dimensional sense of strong high-grade results.

8

(Colored
Etched

STainless
Steel

Sheets)The
etching maple

leaf

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;
Width:10~1240mm;
    Etching commonly known as burnt-out board, in the stainless
steel surface corrosion by chemical method out of all kinds of
patterns to 8K mirror panels, ultra-fine grinding mirror panels (for
high demand) drawing board, sand board, and the pattern board for
the end, the cleaning treatment, the surface again for processing,
so the emergence of various light and dark patterns, convex surface,
three-dimensional sense of strong high-grade results.
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(Colored
Etched

STainless
Steel

Sheets)Mirror
etching

morning glory

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;
Width:10~1240mm;
     Etching commonly known as burnt-out board, in the stainless
steel surface corrosion by chemical method out of all kinds of
patterns to 8K mirror panels, ultra-fine grinding mirror panels (for
high demand) drawing board, sand board, and the pattern board for
the end, the cleaning treatment, the surface again for processing,
so the emergence of various light and dark patterns, convex surface,
three-dimensional sense of strong high-grade results.

10

(Colored
Pattern

STainless
Steel

Sheets)Titanu
m

etching+drawi
ng

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
This product belongs to my company developed a new stainless steel
decorative sheet, the main features is a strong three-dimensional
pattern, from a different point of view, will have a different
three-dimensional effect, extremely beautiful. Background patterns
available: 8K mirror panels, BA light board, black boards, gold
plate board, etc.
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(Colored
Pattern

STainless
Steel

Sheets)Sapphi
re etching

plate flower
color

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
This product belongs to my company developed a new stainless steel
decorative sheet, the main features is a strong three-dimensional
pattern, from a different point of view, will have a different
three-dimensional effect, extremely beautiful. Background patterns
available: 8K mirror panels, BA light board, black boards, gold
plate board, etc.

12

(Colored
Pattern

STainless
Steel

Sheets)Rose
gold etching

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
    This product belongs to my company developed a new stainless
steel decorative sheet, the main features is a strong three-
dimensional pattern, from a different point of view, will have a
different three-dimensional effect, extremely beautiful. Background
patterns available: 8K mirror panels, BA light board, black boards,
gold plate board, etc.
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(Hairline &
brushed

Stainless
Steel Sheets)
Brown wire

drawing board

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
    This product belongs to my company developed a new stainless
steel decorative sheet, the main features is a strong three-
dimensional pattern, from a different point of view, will have a
different three-dimensional effect, extremely beautiful. Background
patterns available: 8K mirror panels, BA light board, black boards,
gold plate board, etc.

14

(Hairline &
brushed

Stainless
Steel

Sheets)Coffee
wiredrawing

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
    This product belongs to my company developed a new stainless
steel decorative sheet, the main features is a strong three-
dimensional pattern, from a different point of view, will have a
different three-dimensional effect, extremely beautiful. Background
patterns available: 8K mirror panels, BA light board, black boards,
gold plate board, etc.
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(Hairline &
brushed

Stainless
Steel

Sheets)Bronze
-colored

wiredrawing

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
    This product belongs to my company developed a new stainless
steel decorative sheet, the main features is a strong three-
dimensional pattern, from a different point of view, will have a
different three-dimensional effect, extremely beautiful. Background
patterns available: 8K mirror panels, BA light board, black boards,
gold plate board, etc.

16

(Pattern
Stainless

Steel
Sheets)Small
elliptical

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
The size of a grain of rice, the size of the diamond, bar pattern,
Marble, size, oval, ice bamboo pattern, chrysanthemum pattern,
antique squares, leather pattern, knitting pattern, size of the
squares, cubes, Dielianhua, heart-shaped, etc. (another number
large, open another pattern can be customized mold)
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(Pattern
Stainless

Steel
Sheets)Stars

convex
orifice plate

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
The size of a grain of rice, the size of the diamond, bar pattern,
Marble, size, oval, ice bamboo pattern, chrysanthemum pattern,
antique squares, leather pattern, knitting pattern, size of the
squares, cubes, Dielianhua, heart-shaped, etc. (another number
large, open another pattern can be customized mold)

18

(Pattern
Stainless

Steel
Sheets)Of

rough words
flowers

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
    The size of a grain of rice, the size of the diamond, bar
pattern, Marble, size, oval, ice bamboo pattern, chrysanthemum
pattern, antique squares, leather pattern, knitting pattern, size of
the squares, cubes, Dielianhua, heart-shaped, etc. (another number
large, open another pattern can be customized mold)
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19
Stainless

Steel Mosaic

 Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
    Combined process of drawing + etching plate, top with the
domestic technology as a whole, in the same time enjoy Yong Rong
Huagui, yet slick quality! Another stainless steel color stainless
steel that retains excellent mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance, but also has a variety of beautiful colors, this product
adds even more pleasing aesthetic. Is an environmentally friendly
decorative materials, excluding methanol and other organic matter,
no radiation, fire safety. The surface corrosion resistance, wear
resistance more than in the ordinary stainless steel, the main
integration with the coloring layer, maintaining the original's
basic structure and stainless steel performance, regular stretching
and molding. The process works similar with the etching plate, only
the surface of the bump-free feel, etching plates and vice versa.
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20
Stainless

Steel Mosaic

Size:1000*2000、1219*2438、1219*3048 and so on;
Material:201/202/304/316/430 etc.;
Location:LISCO、BAOXIN、POSCO;
Length:Convention(2000~3048 );
Thickness:0.3-3.0mm;Width:10~1240mm;
Combined process of drawing + etching plate, top with the domestic
technology as a whole, in the same time enjoy Yong Rong Huagui, yet
slick quality! Another stainless steel color stainless steel that
retains excellent mechanical properties and corrosion resistance,
but also has a variety of beautiful colors, this product adds even
more pleasing aesthetic. Is an environmentally friendly decorative
materials, excluding methanol and other organic matter, no
radiation, fire safety. The surface corrosion resistance, wear
resistance more than in the ordinary stainless steel, the main
integration with the coloring layer, maintaining the original's
basic structure and stainless steel performance, regular stretching
and molding. The process works similar with the etching plate, only
the surface of the bump-free feel, etching plates and vice versa.

21

200/300/400
Series

Stainless
Steel

Coils(201/201
/301/304/309/
401/430 etc.)

Stainless steel coils :
1.Place of original: Foshan City,China
2.Standards: ASTM A240/ A240M, A167
3.Thickness: according to the request of customer
4.Width: : no more than 3000mm
5.Packaging: In bulk
6.Delivery Lead Time: 30-40 days
7.Terms of Payment: T/ T or L/ C
8.Productivity: 1000 Ton per Month
9.Minimum Order: 2 Ton
10.Certification( s) : ISO9001
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200/300/400
Series

Stainless
Steel

Sheets(201/20
1/301/304/309

/401/430
etc.)

Grade: 201, 202, 301, 304L 309S, 310S, 316, 410, 409, etc.
Thickness: 0.1mm-2.5mm diameter: 101mm-980mm.
Finish:2B,BA,No.1,No.4,No.8,Mirror,8K,Brush,bright,hairline,linen/
embosse
Special finishing of sheets: Stainless steel etching sheets,
embossed sheet, sheets for elevator( lift) , PVD mirror sheets in
different color, plating sheet.
Package: Standard Export package, PVC film with wooden pallet/ box,
etc.
Delivery time: about 20-25days after deposite.
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200/300/400
Series

Stainless
Steel

Pipes(201/201
/301/304/309/
401/430 etc.)

201, 202, 304, 304L, 316L stainless steel pipes
* Certification ISO

Detailed Product Description:
1.Steel Grade: 200 series 300 series 400 series etc
2.Standard: ASTM GB DIN etc
3.Length: 6m 9m 12m

Sizes:
1.OD: 13-700mm
2.Thickness: 0.4-20mm
3.Length: 6m 9m 12m
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201/202/304/4
30 Stainless

Steel
Coils(Hot
Rolled or

Cold Rolled)

Stainless steel coils :
1.Place of original: Foshan City,China
2.Standards: ASTM A240/ A240M, A167
3.Thickness: according to the request of customer
4.Width: : no more than 3000mm
5.Packaging: In bulk
6.Delivery Lead Time: 30-40 days
7.Terms of Payment: T/ T or L/ C
8.Productivity: 1000 Ton per Month
9.Minimum Order: 2 Ton
10.Certification( s) : ISO9001

25

201/202/304/4
30 Stainless

Steel
Plates(Hot
Rolled or

Cold Rolled)

Grade: 201, 202, 301, 304L 309S, 310S, 316, 410, 409, etc.
Thickness: 0.1mm-2.5mm diameter: 101mm-980mm.
Finish:2B,BA,No.1,No.4,No.8,Mirror,8K,Brush,bright,hairline,linen/
embosse
Special finishing of sheets: Stainless steel etching sheets,
embossed sheet, sheets for elevator( lift) , PVD mirror sheets in
different color, plating sheet.
Package: Standard Export package, PVC film with wooden pallet/ box,
etc.
Delivery time: about 20-25days after deposite.
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